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Proposal To Change Academic
Probation Passed By Faculty
Q - Are there any plans to
change Longwood's motto since
everyone doesn't "teach to
teach"? S. S.
A - The following answer was
given by Dean Wells: Although no
organized plans are currently in
progress to change Longwood's
motto, specific suggestions would
certainly be welcome from the
student body. Any interested student should feel free to submit
her suggestions on this subject to
Mr. George Bristol, Director of
College Relations.
Q - Are there any statistics
or estimates on the percentage
of Long wood girls who have used
marijuana? S.S.
A - The following answer was
given by Dean Heintz: Survey two
years ago indicated that approximately 16 per cent of students
questioned (random sampling of
30 per cent of the student body)
had used some type of illegal
drugs at some time, not necessarily at or since arriving at
I>ongwood. Drugs included: marijuana, LSI), hashish, amphetamines, barbiturates, heroine, and
other "hard narcotics." No data
are available on marijuana per
se. The percentage given is far
below the national average for
college students and regional
averages available.
Q - Why is incense illegal in
the dorms? S.S.
A - The following answer was
given by Dean Heintz: It is a
common practice for users of
marijuana to cover up the odor
by burning a sweet smelling incense or candles. This is not
illegal in a literal sense - it is
a violation of Residence Board
rules.
Q - Exactly what is tangible
evidence - in reference to an
article recently printed in the
ROTUNDA (about drugs - as
brought up at the last press conference?) S.S.
A - The following answer was
given by Dean Heintz: Tangible
evidence is defined as any of
material or implement used to
smoke or take illegal drugs. Examples: loose marijuana; pills
or portions of pill capsules where
prescriptions or labels for them
are not evident; tobacco in cigarette paper or form in a package, container, or ashtray; pipes,
or improvised pipes; syringesor
improvised ones; or numerous
other drugs or implements which
can be seen or touched once discovered. Such items may or may
not be in plain sight when one
enters a room.

ic year are placed on academic
By JEAN TATE
The cumulative quality point probation. Freshmen and sophoaverage requirement necessary more students whose cumulative
quality point average is less than
to remain in college has been
changed in a proposal made by the 1.6 and 1.8 respectively, at the
ad hoc Committee on Academic end of the first semester will be
Probation. The proposal has been sent letters of warning which will
sent to the faculty and was passed remind the student that her acaby it. The proposal is now sub- demic performance is not satisject to the approval of the Board factory and that improvement
of Visitors and must be passed must be made during the followby them before it goes into effect. ing semester.
A student whose cumulative
"The change in the policy on
quality
point average is 1.6 at the
academic probation was brought
about for several reasons," re- end of her freshmen year will
marked Dr. James C. Gussett, need a 2.0 average her sophoAssistant Dean of the College. more year to achieve a cumula"The many adjustments that a tive quality point average of 1.8
freshman has to make when she at the end of her sophomore year.
enters college for the first time For students who start their acahave to be taken into considera- demic careers in the summer or
tion when her academic achieve- during the second semester a
ment is measured. In changing the year will end when they have
point average requirements for attempted 30 hours.
freshmen and sophomores in orAcademic Probation
der to remain off academic probation, we hope to give the stuAcademic probation may be
dent a little more leeway in ad- removed by increasing the qualjusting to college life success- ity of academic performance durfully."
ing the regular session and/or by
attending the summer session at
New Policy
Longwood College. Students on
The new policy states that academic probation are not refreshmen whose cumulative qual- quired to attend the summer sesity point average is less than 1.6 sion. However, these students are
at the end of the academic year encouraged to attend the summer
are placed on academic proba- session in order to remove the
tion. Sophomores whose cumula- academic deficiency as soon as
tive quality point average is less possible. Students on academic
than 1.8 at the end of the academ- probation have the following
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twelve calendar months (two regular semesters and one summer
session) in which to improve their
cumulative quality point average.
Failure to do so will result in
academic suspension from the
college. Students must have a
cumulative quality point average
of 2.0 by the end of their junior
year. Students who are on academic probation may not transfer credit earned at other institutions during the probationary
period. In summary, to remain
off academic probation the students cumulative quality point
average must be 1.6 at the end
of the freshman year, 1.8 at the

end of the sophomore year, and
2.0 at the end of the junior and
senior years.
Academic Suspension
In regard to academic suspension, students have the following twelve months (two regular semesters and one summer
session) in which to remove
themselves from academic probation. Upon failure to do so, the
student will not be permitted to
enroll in Longwood College for at
least one year. Upon being readmitted, the student lias twelve
months to remove the academic
deficiency.

The visiting committees noted that several specific areas in
the library needed to be looked into.

Visiting Committees Pass On
Recommendations To Longwood
Members of the administration were generally pleased with
the visits by the evaluative teams
last week that ended two years of
self - study at Longwood.
"There's no question that they
were extremely complimentary," noted Dr. Willett, adding
"Each of them would have liked to take our entire student
body back to their campus." At
the same time, the visiting team
members pointed out areas for
study, and those areas that needed to be worked on.
Highlights of
Recommendations
Some of the areas singled out
by the team members were the
Business Department, where better facilities are needed, and
the obvious need for a new physical education building. Overall,
the committees felt Longwood had
a dedicated, well-qualified faculty. However, while the percentage of professors with doctorates
was well within accreditation
standards, it was felt the col-

lege needed more doctoral degree
holders in Business Education,
Home Economics, Political Science, French, and Sociology. It
was also strongly recommended
that funds for faculty travel to
professional meetings be found.
Divisional Organization
The visiting team members
felt Longwood should study the
question of divisional organization in the academic program,
which would create another level
between the departments and the
Deans - Natural Science and
Math would, for example, comprise one division. Dr. Willett
noted that the college had looked
into this during the self-study
period, and felt that further study
was needed in this area.
Other Areas
In other areas, it was felt
that some academic departments
should have more money for
equipment, that the Social Welfare Department should consider
a possible change of name to Socontinued on Page 8)
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More Than
"One Way

RELIGION...?

>>

"Religion ..." If any five individuals were
asked to define this word, they would undoubtedly
give five different connotations - because "religion," whatever it may mean to you, is a very
personal matter. Almost invariably, those questioned would probably mention a "god" in their
definition, and a belief, in one form or another, in
;i "god."
Limiting the use of the word "religion" to a
theological definition makes the attempt to define
it that much easier. "God," then, may be defined
as a supernatural being a group of people acknowledge as "supreme." The manner in which they express their belief and the way they choose to
worship this "god" - be they Catholic, Jewish,
Methodist, Baptist, Buddhist, Hindu, or any other
title given to those who all believe in the same
way - is solely a matter of approaching the same
belief in the same "supreme being" with different
variations.
Once we have established what "religion" is, Commentary:
what it is not becomes quite apparent. "Religion"
does not mean that one particular group of people
is any better or any more correct than any other.
It does not mean that the acceptance of one particular group's ideals is the only guarantee of a relationship with God or of "God's Salvation."
<t
Yet, during Religious Emphasis Week last week
By BARBERA RADFORD
we were told by a member of a performing group
that his way of believing in God is "the only way
The Student Disaster Fund has
there is," and that "there is no other salvation" been selling cookies since the bebut through acceptance of his religion as he sees
ginning of February, and thanks
to
the excellent response from
"it.
Knowing very well that what is right for one the student body, has been hard
pressed to fill all the orders. But
individual is not necessarily right for another, and
last week, several rolls of cookie
that what is applicable to one person's life is not
dough
were stolen from the
necessarily applicable to another's, I question the
ground floor refrigerator in Cox.
basis for and validity of such statements. No con- Now the cookies can't be sold
sideration was given to the fact that what is "saland the profit added to the fund.
vation" to one individual may be entirely different
I don't know who stole the
from "salvation" to another. In "taking it for
cookies, but someone else does.
granted," as was also stated during the group's Because that girl knows, but did
not report the theft to Judicial
performance, that all those attending the performBoard, several people have lost.
ance were "Christians," no consideration was
The Student Disaster Fund has
given to the fact that not every student on this camlost
money. The student who
pus is a member of a "Christian Religion" draws on the fund has lost funds
although the performance was, in fact, funded com- she may desperately need. The
pletely by fees drawn from the entire student Honor Code has been violated,
body. If those performing were not aware that and the entire student body has
the student body encompasses a variety of "re- lost.
ligions," then the students responsible for conWe, the students, often expect
tracting them should have taken this fact into ac- all justice to be performed by
Judicial Board, and forget we are
count - and planned accordingly.
as
important to the enforcement
Conflicts between people too often develop beof
the
Honor Code as is the Board.
cause one side will not take the time to listen to
We are hurt when someone
the other, will not extend the effort to try and understeals from us and scream about
stand the other, and will, instead, devote all their it. But stealing is only one part of
time and energy into expressing their personal the Honor Code.
belief or point of view as the only position of any
When we see someone drinking,
value. I do not need to elaborate on the results - who is not "legal" or someone
conflicting situations such as those which are de- breaking another rule that has
been passed by the student govveloping throughout the world today, as well as
those throughout history, say it all. Each individual ernment our honor is besmirched. We expect Judicial Board to
has the right to believe in "religion" as he sees
protect us, but we do nothing to
fit, and each individual has the right to express his
protect ourselves.
views as he sees fit. However, I question anyone's
We can protect ourselves by
right to say that their way of believing in any conupholding the rules of the colcept is the only right way - particularly at a col- lege. If we do not agree with the
lege function open to the entire student body and
rules, we can change them by
paid for by the entire student body.
petitioning the student government for changes. But if we don't
This situation has been brought up on campus
help enforce the laws of the
before, and, as before, there were those whothorougly enjoyed the performance, As before, there college community, we cannot
expect Judicial Board to do it for
were those who felt that their beliefs - whatever
us.
they may be - were unjustly attacked, those who
This is not to suggest that we
were offended by the manner in which the beliefs should consciously search for
of others were expressed. Why sacrifice the oppor- trouble, but to discourage viotunity for an active annual event with general stu- lations whenever possible. When
dent appeal for the price of alienation and ani- the violations cannot be discouraged, report them to Judicial
mosity?
The differences have been emphasized - what Board.
The members of Judicial Board
will it take to bring about the realization that
are
human. They are not a police
whenever so personal a belief as religion is dealt
force, and cannot be everywhere
with, it must be handled with consideration, under- to protect us. They can only act
standing, and, above all, respect?
on the violations they see. When
DEBBIE a case comes to trial, they must

Honor Depends On The Students
Or "Can I Have My Cookies Back?"
make their recommendations on
the evidence presented to them.
They thoroughly research every
case before deciding anything.
Again, it is up to us to help the
Judicial Board by being honest
and most of all by never withholding information, good or bad,
that could help the members
reach an honest conclusion. Justice, as well as honor, depends
upon each of us.
The Honor Code system depends on the student body. If the
student body cannot make this
system work, another system will
have to be worked out. In some
colleges, there is no honor system. Students are paid for every
violation reported that results
in a conviction.
Privileges may have to be
suspended because we cannot take

the responsibility ofhavingthem.
We often claim that the college
is behind times, and we should be
allowed more privileges and responsibilities. We often claim
that we must prepare for the future today. Robert Kennedy said,
"The future does not belong to
those who are content with today .. . Rather it will belong
to those who can blend vision,
reason, and courage in a personal commitment."
We must make a personal commitment to self-enforced responsibility, because if we do not,
the next step can only be backwards.
Incidentally, if that forward
looking student who took my cookies would return them to the refrigerator In Cox, I would appreciate it.
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By The Nagles
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By JAN SCHAFFER
An evening of fine entertainment was received by all who
went to see Alice and Arthur Nagle on Tuesday, March 6 in the
Wygal Recital Hall.
This was a Benefit Concert
for the International Music Fund
given by the Gamma Kappa Chapter of Sigma Alpha Iota. Over
200 dollars were raised for the
benefit.
These duo-pianists played a
combination of pieces ranging
from classical to contemporary
sounds. They played on one piand each, simultaneously, and
also together on the same piPortraits of Robert Boiling and his wife Sarah are among
ano. The precision with which
those in the Thomas Sully exhibit.
they played was remarkable. OfRick Vaughan portrays the prophet while Elizabeth Hanky
ten they nodded to each other as
plays female lead Anitra, an Arabian princess, in the production
a form of timing.
of "Peer Gynt," this Thursday - Saturday in Jarman.
An interesting contemporary
piece that they played was the
"Omaggio" by Lawrence Moss.
During this piece they each playWilliam Floyd Barrow, Cura- ing on his doctoral dissertation on ed the strings of the piano with
tor of the Restoration at the Old Thomas Sully.
a spoon and their fingers while
Holding several positions in the other played the keys. This
State Capitol and Old State Capitol Annex in Frankfort, Ken- education, he has served as Head created a unique sound.
A rousing comedy about mili- rival, Captain Brazen, hilaritucky will speak at the opening of English and History DepartThere was a fairly good turn- tary corruption and amorous in- ously portrayed by Ron Heineof the Thomas Sully Exhibit this ment at the Lexington School, out present. The audience seem- trigue in Queen Anne's England mann. Unknowingly lie also gains
Lexington, Kentucky, and as As- ed receptive to the performance. will be performed by the Hamp- the disguised Silvia, who is sworn
week.
Mr. Barrow has conducted ex- sistant to the Director at the Uni- Many expressed their enjoyment den-Sydney Faculty Players on in by her own father, a distintensive research in the fields of versity of Kentucky Art Gallery, of the music. "They displayed a March 15 and 16 at 8:00 in Johns guished country gentleman and
American Art and Architectural also in Lexington. Mr. Barrow great technical ability," Brenda Auditorium.
justice of the peace played by
History, as well Genealogy and has also received summer fel- Car wile said.
George Farquhar's THE RE- Bill Holbrook.
Social History. In addition, he has lowships for study at WilliamsThe Nagles have been to Long- CRUITING OFFICER will feature
In an uproarious courtroom
also researched and recorded burg, Virginia, Old Storbridge wood before and they said they cameo performances by Presi- scene the corrupt local constable,
25 Kentucky buildings for the His- Village, Massachusetts, and Lin- enjoy playing here. Alice Nagle dent Taylor Reveley, Dean Frank played with psychopathic relish
toric American Buildings, a work coln College, in Oxford, England. is a patroness of Sigma Alpha Simes, Dean of Men Lewis Drew, by Dean Drew, and two corrupt
now on file at the Library of Con- He is currently preparing an Iota.
Registrar Tom Mayo, Business recruits, Ronnie Lawhorne and
article on "The Self-Portraits
gress in Washington, D.C.
Manager Ronnie Lawhorne, and Harry Graham, along with their
Receiving his A.B. degree in of Thomas Sully" for ANTIQUES
former College Physician Ray equally corrupt wives, Marie
Art By Miss Bedford Moore, Jr.
1956 from the Department of Art magazine.
Reveley and Khia Ann Mayo, are
The Sully Exhibit, opening this
and Archaeology with a certifiexposed by Justices Scale and
The
play
is
set
during
and
unAnd Staff Exhibited
cate from the Special Program in week end, will feature the works
popular war which prompted Par- Scruple (l)rs. Reveley and Sinn is).
In Lancaster Library liament to pass a law allowing
American Civilation at Princeton by Sully which are owned by LongThe true lovers Worthy and
wood
as
well
as
a
number
of
University, his M.A. in Art Hisjustices of the peace to impress Melinda (Wayne Tucker and Lautory in 1957 from the University portraits and subject paintings
By JEANNIE ENGLAND
unemployed men into military rie Hinchcliff) have a chance for
of Kentucky, and Ph.D. Course which have been loaned from
An exhibition of work done by service. Between this threat and reconciliation after Melinda'sinWork and Comprehensive Exam- other sources, including the Met- Miss Virginia Bedford, Art Pro- the bribery and chicanery prac- triguing maid (Sandi Heinemann),
inations completed in 1970 at ropolitan Museum of Art and the fessor Emeritus, and present ticed upon them by unscrupulous who is after a husband for herGeorge Washington University, National Portrait Gallery of the members of the Art Staff is cur- recruiting officers, many unfor- self, is literally unmasked.
Mr. Barrow is currently work- Smithsonian Institution.
rently on display in the Exhibi- tunate souls found themselves
Plume finds that lie has lost the
tion Room in Lancaster Library carrying muskets into battle battle of the sexes to the sprightthrough March 21.
against the French witli some- ly and indefatigable Silvia. But
Works presented are enamels thing less than enthusiasm.
Sgt. Kite, who has tricked the
on copper and ceramics by Miss
Farquhar himself served as a slow - witted blacksmith (Tom
Bedford, an oil on canvas and recruiting officer for a time, and Mayo) and the equally slow-witcharcoal, India ink, oil and temp- he managed to find an astonish- ted butcher (Dr. Ray Moore, Jr.)
era works on paper by Mr. David ing amount of humor in that grim Into believing that the .tars have
Alexick, Mr. Mark Baldridge's calling. Tin1 officers of Farqu- ordained their enlistment, hi lefl
Sterling Chess Set with Rosewood har's play are all con artists, but with Captain Brazen to carry on
Board, and photography by Miss each is attractive in his own way. the tradition of the smooth-talkElisabeth Flynn.
The main character, Captain ing, money-seeking, pleasureAlso on display are serigraphs Plume (Al Elmore), is pursued loving recruiting officer.
and pencil works by Miss Bar- by his sweetheart Silvia (Midge
Astronomy teacher Neel Heard
bara Bishop, drawings and EURY- McClellan), who in her efforts is Tycho, Kite's fortune-telling
DICE by Miss Nancy Leitch, to get her man poses as a re- assistant, winsome Winnie Morand Mrs. Janice Lemen's THE cruit and even steals away 008 "I gan plays a servant, and student
SUN, THE RAIN, and ALMOST Plume's other girl friends, a Vinstoo Goldman walks on as a
REMEMBERED.
sensuous country lass played by cobbler.
Drawings by Miss Margaret Jacqui Beard (whose thick-headThe play is directed by Al F.lViolette, pencil and acrylic works ed brother, hulkingly portrayed more, with technical direction by
by Mr. Homer Springer, and Con- by Ray Funderburk, is of no help Jacqui Beard, set construction by
way Thompson's SEA BIRD to anybody, including himself).
Neel Beard, and costumes by
RISING, HIGHLAND COUNTY
With the connivance of his Sgt. Linda Martin.
LANDSCAPE and CUMBERLAND Kite, a fortune - telling rogue
Tickets are $1 for children and
I are also on display.
played by Hassell Simpson, students, $1.00 for adults. AlPlants in the exhibition room Plume manages to gain more though they will be available on
were provided from the college recruits (among them a gullible performance nights, everyone is
greenhouse by Ian Beaumont, Bill Porterfield and a weeping urged to help reduce crowding at
Horticulturist.
Jim Simms) than his braggart the door (and to assure himself
of a preferred seat) by securing
advance tickets at no extra cost
Baldridge Exhibits Art Works
Portrait of John L. Bacon, owned by Friends of the Thomas
from Gray's Drug Stores or the
Hampden -Sydney Information
Sully Gallery Association.
Mr. Mark Baldridge, Instruc- seum of Art in Charlotte, North Center.
tor of Art at Longwood, has re- Carolina, through April 15.
Mr. Baldridge's enameled silceived notification that his ster"IMAGES OF REALITY"
ling silver chess set has won an ver pin/pendant with tanzanite
Honorable Mention in the Spar has also been accepted into the
ARTM0BILE
National Art Exhibition. The ex- "profiles in U. S. Jewelry '73"
hibition was held at the R. S. exhibition. The show wiU be held
EXHIBITION
Barnwell Memorial Garden and at the art gallery at Texas Tech
NOW UNTIL
Art Center inShreveport, Louisi- University in Lubbock, Texas,
-attend the Sully Exhibit -make a donation
ana, in February. His set of six from April 1 to April 20. The
MARCH 16th
sterling champagne goblets was exhibition was judged by Stanley
also awarded an Honorable Men- Lechtain, Chairman of the Crafts
to the museum -purchase a poster of the
BEDFORD BLDG.
tion in the Tenth Annual Piedmont Department at the Tyler School
Crafts Exhibition, which is cur- of Art in Philadelphia, Pennsylcurrent exhibit -tell your friends
PARKING LOT
rently being held at the Mint Mu- vania.

William Barrow Floyd To Speak
At Sully Exhibit Opening

HS-C Faculty Players Present
"The Recruting Officer"

HOW CAN STUDENTS SUPPORT
THE FUTURE THOMAS SULLY
MUSEUM?
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The Who, How, And Why Of Admissions
By BETSY NUTTER
A current dilemma facing many
admissions offices throughout the
nation is the lowering number of
applications for admission, as a
trend not to attend college takes
hold. Longwood however, hasn't
been hit quite as hard as other
institutions.
In Virginia institutions, applications have dropped 15 to 20
per cent. At Longwood, applications have dropped less than 10
per cent. With the drop in applications, there is a direct affect
on who is accepted, seemingly
through default. As Mr. William
Peele, Coordinator of Admissions, Field Services, and Placement pointed out, a high school
student that would have been
turned away from Longwood in
1968 would be accepted in 1973.
The surface appearance of this
is that Longwood is not taking a
lower quality student. However,
there are basic considerations to
be taken into account - the main
facts behind the situation involve
bed space. In 1968, there were
many more applicants, Longwood
could be more selective and many
students were turned away that
were actually qualified.
I Greater Bed Space
and More Students
Because of this "bed shortage," Curry and Frazer were
built to accomodate an expanding
program. Now, in 1973, there is
bed space available and these
qualified students are permitted
to enter. Of the entering 1972
Freshman class, 86 per cent were
in the top 40 per cent of their
high school graduating class.
This year the Admissions office has accepted 75 per cent of
its applicants. Favorably, Longwood needs a minimum of 700
freshmen and 50 transfers. From

the entering freshman a $50 room
deposit is required by April 1.
As of March tenth, 250 girls have
sent their money. If there is bed
space, a qualified student will be
accepted right up until the day before the semester begins.
An obvious question is why a
student should make such a late
decision. There are a variety of
reasons, but there are figures to
prove that the trend has changed
from early application in September, October, November, to applying later. December, January,
and February have been good
months for the Admissions office.
The student who needs financial
aid must apply earlier in order
to obtain the help she needs.
Longwood in relation to other
state supported institutions is
average as far as applicants go.
Of 15 state institutions, five had
more students than they could
handle. Four got just enough Longwood was in this category.
The other six did not get enough
students.
The importance of keeping the
number of students that Longwood
is equipped for is great. The
main reason is tuition. The same
amount of money needed to run
the college whether we get 700
students or 500 students in the
freshman class. If only 500 were
to come, the extra needed money
would come from the pockets of
the students now attending.
Directly related to this is student recruiting. As a student recruiter, you are not only helping Longwood as a school, but
you are helping yourself.
II Who Comes to
Longwood?
Working in admissions, Mrs.
Frances Brooks, Director of Admissions; Dr. Thomas Hamilton,
Assistant Director of Admissions and Director of Institu-

tional Resources and Development; and Mr. William Peele,
Coordinator of Admissions, Field
Services and Placement must
constantly ask themselves, "Who
comes to Longwood? "
Of a high school graduating
class, assume 50 per cent are
female. Of this percentage, consider the number of girls interested in furthering their education. Take from this the number
of girls who look favorably upon
a girls school. It is from this
last number, a number that makes
up a relatively small per cent
of a graduating class, that Longwood receives applications. Another consideration is that of the
girls schools that the student
can choose, Longwood is only
one of many.
With the above information in
mind, obviously, Longwood's
name must be put before thousands of eyes in order for the
college to attract the interested
per cent. This job of introducing and actually showing Longwood to a large number of qualified interested students is left up
to the Admissions office. The
task cannot possibly be performed with efficiency by them alone.
They turn to students, alumnae
and high school counselors.
Ill Recruiters
The products of Longwood the graduate and the attending
student are considered Longwood's best recruiters. The "unconscious recruiters" are felt to
be most important. "Unconscious recruiters" are the ones who
speak favorably of Longwood to
students at other schools -prospective transfers - and high
school friends - prospective
freshmen.
A great asset to the Admissions office are the "conscious
recruiters." These are the stu-

dents who cooperated with Miss
Candy Dowdy, Admissions
Counselor, and went back to their
old high schools over Christmas
vacation to talk with any student
considering Longwood. These
students were given folders to
distribute and show the prospective student.
IV Recruiting
Concentrated
in the North
The people in the Admissions
office are sometimes hard to find
because they themselves spend
much time out on the road. When
they do go out and actively
recruit, their destination is usually north. The reason for the
emphasis on northern out-ofstate recruiting as opposed to
southern out-of-state recruiting
is that in the north, states are
densely populated and many students choose to be educated out of
state. By going to densely populated areas, many people are exposed to the name "Longwood
College." New Jersey is one of
the most densely populated states
in the nation and has one of the
least developed systems of higher education. Other northern
states that Longwood strongly
contacts are Maryland, Delaware, and New York.
The states south of Virginia
are not as densely populated and
have better developed systems
of higher education, so recruiting to the south is an economic
extravagance. Southern recruiting is done to an extend but results do not come back from the
south at the rate that they do from
the north.
Who else comes to Longwood?
Some high school students methodically select their college or
university. They may be interested in a particular program and

they would look at colleges' ratings in the different fields. Others
from out-of-state may come because their families once lived
in the area and they come back to
Virginia to go to school. Still
others, either out-of-state or instate may simply be driving on
Highway 460 or 15, and stop to
look. Geography greatly influences a school - it could be pro
or con.
V Regional Stagnation
Many Longwood students have
recently been questioning the
value of the strong out of state
recruiting. In the Admissions
office there is a strong feeling
that too much inbreeding tends to
produce a regional stagnation.
Students gain as much socially
from college life as they do
academically. They feel it is their
duty to expose Longwood's student body to people from different geographically as well as social backgrounds. A diverse student body enhances the spirit and
freedom of inquiry. This works in
theory as well as in practice.
Mrs. Brooks commented, "The
admissions office is appreciative
of the cooperation that students
and faculty have given. Prospective students and parents are
quite complementary of the
friendliness and interest that they
experience while visiting Longwood College." She also stressed the importance of prospective
students visiting campus including taking tours, visiting classrooms and eating meals. They are
interested in the type of student
who will come and stay. All of
the Admissions staff stressed
that the prospective student must
like campus life and the classes, in order for her to be satisfied upon arrival.

"The Proposition"
And Bridal Show
Sponsored by S.U.

Mr. Cully Dalton presents awards at the Longwood Invitational
Forensic Tournament.

High Schools Participate In
Speech And Forensics At L.C.
By JEAN TATE
The Longwood College Invitational Forensic Tournament was
held March 9-10. Approximately
500 students from 44 Virginia
high schools participated in the
tournament. Mr. T. C. Dalton,
Director of Special Services, and
Mrs. Nancy Anderson, Assistant
Professor of Speech, were faculty sponsors for the event. Student
coordinators were Robin Glascock, Becky Bailey, Wanda Wallace, Pat Brown, and Martha Gail
Morrisette. This was the fifth
consecutive year for the event.
"We do this as a public service to promote speech and forensics in Virginia high schools,"
remarked Mr. Dalton. "I think
the whole affair went extremely
well this year."
There were 13 categories including varsity and novice debate, spelling, prose reading,
poetry reading, and switch-man
debate.
"For the first time in the tournament's history we've had

switch-man debate," added Becky
Bailey. "Things went very well
this year and they were much
better organized than they were
last year."
Certificates and trophies were
awarded in the different fields of
competition. The overall Invitational Tournament Winners were:
fourth place - Buckingham High
School and Manchester High
School; third place - Brookville
High School; second place Prince Edward Academy; first
place - Kenston Forest. Switchman debate teams competed over
a two-day period with Great
Bridge High School, Chesapeake,
Va., winning over Lord Botetourt
County High School.

Car bone Replies
To Questions On
Birthday Dinners

By JANET COLEMAN
To add to the excitement of an
upcoming spring break, the Student Union has planned two
special programs for next week.
On Tuesday night, March 20, at
8:00 in the Commons Room, "The
Proposition" will be presented.
On Wednesday night, March 21,
a Bridal Fashion Show will take
place in Jarman Auditorium at
7:30. Both programs will be free
of charge.
"The Proposition" is a musical and comical revue performed
by a company of young professional actors and actresses who
improvise and create a unique
form of entertainment from audience suggestions. It is described
as "Greater Boston's longest
running show" and "one of New
York's ten longest running shows
off-broadway." Honored by the
Commonwealth of Massachusetts, the cities of Cambridge and
Boston, and the New England
Theatre Conference, the performing group of "The Proposition" has made numerous appearance on radio and television
programs. "The Proposition"
was recently seen nationwide on
the "David Frost Show" and the
group is working on an hour
special for cable television. Although they perform regularly
in their theatre in Cambridge,
Massachusetts and in the Mercer
Arts Center off broadway in New
York, they do a great deal of
traveling and performing at colleges and universities all over
the United States. "The Proposition" offers a comical view of
modern manners, sex, sports,
politics, religion, as well, as
portrayals of contemporary rituals, the pickup, the rock festival, and the political rally, just
to mention a few.
Wednesday night fifteen girls
from Longwood will model a
variety of attire associated with
a wedding. Boys from the Teen
Board of Miller and Rhoadeswill
escort. The Fashion Coordinator
will be Mrs. Pat Young from
Miller and Rhoades.

By SARAH B. YOUNG
In response to recent questions
by students about dressing for
Birthday Dinners, Mr. Joseph
Carbone,
Director of DiningSerEleanor Sheppard
vices, says that he will continue
To Be Speaker For
the policy of "acceptable "dress.
1973 Commencement
"It would be like any other
meal if the students didn't dress
Dr. Weaver To
By JEAN TATE
up," states Mr. Carbone.
Mrs. Eleanor P. Sheppard, a
Mr. Carbone also feels that the
Speak On Costs
member of the House of Dele- special dinners break up the
gates from the City of Richmond, monotony of schoolwork and are
has been announced as the 1973 worth the extra work and extra
At H-SC
commencement speaker for expense.
Dr. James Weaver, professor
Longwood College. Mrs. Shep"Our students are very consiof
economics at American
pard, who is the wife of Mr. derate. I haven't seen any others
University
in Washington,
Thomas E. Sheppard, was educa- who match up to them, "he said.
will speak at 8 p.m. Thursday
ted at Limestone College. She
He said he is available to stuat Hampden-Sydney College.
was a member of the Richmond dents at any time for questions
His subject will be "The
City Council from 1954 until or comments concerning the dinCosts and Coneequences of
1967 and was mayor of Richmond ing hall.
Economic Growtf,."
from 1962 until 1964. Mrs.
Sheppard was elected to the House
of Delegates in 1968.
She is a member of the Ginter
Park Baptist Church in Richmond
and the Ginter Park Woman's
Club. She received the Richmond
TWO CONVENIENT LOCATIONS:
First Club Good Government
Award In 1964 and is an honorary member of Kappa Delta Epsilon. Mrs. Sheppard is a member
New Main Office—Corner of Third & Main Streets
of the 2300 Club, The Colony
Longwood Drive In Office
Club, the National Municipal League, the Virginia Municipal LeaAcross from Farmville Shopping Center
gue, and the Virginia Citizens
Planning Commission. She is a
board member of the Central
FREE CHECKING ACCOUNTS
Virginia Educational Television
Corporation, the Richmond InterStudent Accounts Welcomed!
national Council, the Richmond
Area Community Council and the
Richmond Area Psychiatric Clinic.
Mrs. Sheppard is also on the
advisory board of the Institute
for Business and CommunityDevelopment of the University of
Richmond and the advisory comVIRC5INIA NATIONAL BANK
mittee on Practical Nurse Education.

VIRGINIA NATIONAL BANK

Virginia,
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Abraham Brothers Close To
Longwood; Casual Performance
By JANE BLOODWORTH
Informality and an intensely
personal touch set the atmosphere for the Abraham Brothers'
concert last Wednesday, in the
Gold Room.
The concert was performed in
a very casual manner. Gary,
the group manager, took time in
between songs to speak to the audience. He said that the group felt
very welcome at Longwood, and
joked about CHI.
"I'm going to go outside at
four this morningand catch one,"
he said.
The audience, seated on the
floor, in chairs, or standing,
seemed, for the most part, deeply involved in the music. There
was a great deal of hand-clapping,
smiling, and "singing along" to
the uniquely religious songs performed by the Abraham Brothers.
Bill Dunbar, the pianist, explained the Abraham Brothers'
purpose in a brief interview during intermission. "Our purpose
is to present Jesus Christ through
the gospel of song, in order that
others may be won to Him, and
Christians will be blessed."
When questioned, Bill indicated that he believes the group is
achieving their purpose. "We've
seen many young people and
adults respond. It is good to see
people enjoying it."
A number of the songs were
familiar to some in the audience, since they were performed at the groups' concert here
last year. However, there were
also some which they have added
more recently.
According to Bill, the Abraham
Brothers do all of their own arranging. They try to choose fresh
material, songs which have just

Leave your change .
and change
someone's life
Support the

come off of the press. They also
write some of their own music.
Much of the music was of a
light-hearted and happy quality.
However, there were some songs
which were of a more serious,
reflective nature.
This was particularly true of
one number," He Touched Me."
The group presented this with a
great deal of emotionalism. The
audience responded enthusiastically, and some had tears in their
eyes at the close of this song.
This song seemed to set the
mood for the latter part of the
concert. The music was of a more
thoughtful variety. Although Gary
had said that their purpose was
"not to preach, but to share,"
there was a certain amount of
evangelism involved.
From this point, a revival
spirit prevailed. There was prayer, and Gary called upon every
member of the audience who had
not accepted Christ to consider
Him. Those who indicated the
wish to were invited to remain
afterward for counselling in the
Y.W.C.A. Room at Lankford.
Apparently, this approach does
indeed appeal to Longwood students. The audience members
questioned indicated a positive
reaction to the Abraham Brothers and their style.
"I really enjoy them. I like
them because they seem so personal, they really get to the audience," said Diane Jones, a freshman.
Helen Meredith, a junior,
seemed to share this opinion.
"I think they're real great. 1
don't think they've changed that
much since last year," she said,
adding, "I think they're doing
what they feel."

ROCHETTE'S
Welcome
Alumni

Student Disastor
Fund

Have A

Jar

Nice Day!

in the Snack Bar

See our Wide selection of pierced
earrings. New Numbers Just Received
Sorority Jewelry - Many Others Items
ENGRAVED FREE

Cumbey Jewelers
Where The WATCH-word Is Service
Phone 392-6321
Farmville, Va.

WELCOME ALUMNI
CRUTE'S
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Board Continues Discussion
Of The Seven-Day Period
By BECKY NICIIOISON
The "limination of the sevenday period was discussed again
last week at the regular Legislative Board meeting. Dean
Blackwell will speak to the Board
during one of its meetings and
explain the administration's view
regarding this proposal. The
Board will postpone its decision
until after they hear Dean Blackwell's comments.
The Residence Board asked
the Board to approve an addition to a clause concerning admission into Residence Malls after C a. m. All doors on campus
are locked at 6 a.m., but Residence Board asked that students

wait an half hour for the Campus
Police instead of calling them.
The Board approved this new addition.
The new coeditor of the Summer Handbook will be Ruth Dobbins. She was suggested by the
editor of the handbook, and she
was approved by the Board.
Students were also elected last
week to serve on committees.
Betsy Nutter, Mildred Barnes,
and Deborah Carter were nominated for Organizational Evaluations Committee as the Freshmen
representatives. Elaine Cones
and Diane Gresham were chosen
to serve on Student Activity Fees
(Continued on Page 8)
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FOUNDER'S DAY SCHEDULE
Friday, March 16
3:00 - 9:00 p.m.

Registration, Rotunda
Hostesses: Granddaughters Club

3:30 - 4:30 p.m.

Lecture by William Barrow Floyd on
"The Works of Thomas Sully" - Bedfor
Auditorium

5:15 p.m.

Dinner, Dining Hall

7:00 - 9:00 p.m.

Formal Opening of Thomas Sully
Exhibit- Bedford Gallery

7:30 p.m.

Water Show, College Pool

8:00 p.m.

Play "Peer Gynt" - Jarman Auditorium

8:30 p.m.

Concert, Wygal Auditorium

9:30 p.m.

Open House, Alumnae House

Saturday, March 17
8:30 a.m. - 1:00 p.m.

Registration, Rotunda

8:30 a.m. - 10:00 a.m. Coffee, Alumnae House
Farmville Alumnae Chapter, Hostess
.i.iii.

Morning Program and Annual Business
Meeting-Jarman Auditorium

i.m.

Alumnae Luncheon, Dining Hall

P.m. - 5:00 p.m.

Thomas Sully Exhibit - Bedford Gallery

p,m, - 4:30 p.m.

Reception, Longwood House

5:1 i p.m.

Dinner, Dining Hall

; .m.

Water Show, College Pool

P.m.

Play "Peer Gynt" - Jarman Auditorium

.m.

Open House, Alumnae House

Man On The Street:
"Can You Locate South Viet Nam?"
By JANET LYNN TENNYSON
During the past twelve years,
the foreign term "Viet Nam"
has become a household word.
But how many people have ever
stopped and found the country
on a map?
Several students in a Geography 212 class, along with Mr.
Irving B. Dent, assistant professor of geography, decided to
ask the residents of Farmville.
Anita Marse and Donna Davis
worked with Mr. Dent by actually polling passers-by on Main
Street. They chose Wednesday,
February 28, and Thursday,
March 1, for the experiment.
"The best group polled was
teenage girls and the lowest group
was adult women," commented
Mr. Dent. The students approached 210 people, 80 of whom could
select the right location of South
Viet Nam. "This makes a percentage of about 39.6 per cent,"
added M r. Dent.
Each of the 210 people was
stopped and shown a black and
white map of the earth (pictured
above). Ten countries were outlined on the map with a number
beside each one. The students
asked each person to locate South
Viet Nam. Nineteen passers-by
had no idea, while eight people

simply refused to answer the
question.
The people who were approachwas placed ir the following catagories:
Name
Panama
Guyana
Sweden
Iraq
Congo
(Brazzaville)

Teenage
M F
0 1
0 0
0 0
3 1
0 1

Adult
M F
2 0
1
1
2
1
2
5
4
5

2
1 1
0
4
5
Burma
S. Viet Nam
10 25 23
Malasia (East) 1 3 11
Ter. of Papua
2 0 3
Sum,ill

7
9
22
17
8

One interesting thing that was
found concerned "a mother who
had two sons in the war and
couldn't locate the country,'' said
Mr. Dent. "We also had a woman
whose husband had served in Viet
Nam and she couldn't locate it,"
he continued.
When beginning the project, the
Geography class estimated 60 per

1

cent or more would be able to
locate the country. "Especially
with the current interest on Viet
Nam and the returning P.O.W.'s,
we felt sure more than half could
find the country," said Mr.Dent.
"It is interesting to me that
the majority of our population
can not locate a country where a
large part of our tax money has
been spent, but this same group
of people will complain about tax
money for poverty programs,
antipollution efforts and education within our own country —
needs that can visually be recognized by all of us," said Mr. Dent.
Take a minute now to look at
the map - can you locate Viet
Nam?

T

nam

Welcome Alumni!
Jeans 20ff Off

BALDWINS
Main Street

Concert By Choir
And Professors To Be
Presented March 16
:ANM1 ENGLAND
A Founders Day Concert featuring Longwood'E i mcert
Choir,
Professors Robert P.
Jones and Robert E. Blascb, and
\ i it ii. Professor of Organ Dr.
Arthur Politer will be given
Marcli 16, 8:30 p. m. in Wygal L_
Re< Ital Hall.
The Concert Choir will sing
several selections, some id which
will feature Jimmle Lu Null,
alto, and sopranos Wrengay
Hawls and Ann G, Smith.
Mr. Jonet, Assistant Professor of Music, will play an original piano composition, "Fantasy, Op. 6."
Dr. EUasch, Associate Professor of Music, will play two piano
compositions by Debussy, "The
Girl With the Flaxen Hair," and
"Garden! in the Rain."
Dr. Poister will play Cesar
Franck's 'Choral No. 2, in B
Minor."
Everyone is most cordially
invited to attend, and a reception
will be held in the Green Room
following the concert.

Farmville, Virginia

SCHEMBER'S FASHION FABRICS
For the best in new or used sewing machines
see Schember's Fashion Fabrics.
We service what we sell.
Schember's is the Home Of The World
Famous Viking Sewing Machine.
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Carter's Flower Shop
Tel. 392-3151
(One block from hospital on 460 East)
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LC Gymnasts Exhibit Skills In
Team Scrimmage With Madison
By PETTIS BOWLING
Longwood students had an opportunity to see the gymnastics
team in action when they put on
an exhibition last week in French
Gym.
Performing with the girls was
the men's gymnastic team from
the University of Virginia.
The girls team, composed of
Debbie McNulty, Patty Merrill,
Debbie Moreland, B. J. Moss, Jo
Smith and JoannaYundt, did demonstrations on the balance
beam, uneven parallel bars,
vaulting and in floor exercise.
Coach Judy Johnson said the
girls enjoyed working before a
responsive crowd. The team had
competed, of course, and had
their own work-puts, but this
was the first time this year they
had a chance to stage an exhibition.
Coach Johnson credited her
team for working so hard all
season - a fact obvious to any
observer of the exhibition.
Practice sessions start in the
middle of November and continue steadily for four days a
week until the season ends. It
takes a while to get in shape,
Coach Johnson said, and more
time must be spent putting together routines for meets. Parts
of these routines went into the
performances of last Tuesday
night.
How much prerogative do the
girls have in compiling their

individual stunts?
"They're almost entirely responsible for their own routines," Coach Johnson said.
If music is needed, each girl
chooses the melody which best
expresses her personal style,
for example. After the basics are
decided, Coach Johnson helps
with the technical aspects.
Coach Johnson also said the
team has tremendous prospects
for next year, since the team is
generally young.
They should improve with age,
she said so we can expect even
better things to come.
Debbie McNulty, Patty Merrill,
B. J. Moss and Joanna Yundt
were busy again Thursday night
when they entertained the Madison gymnastic team in a scrimmage meet.
Since Longwood was not at full
strength, the girls concentrated
more on individual scores than
on team points.
Joanna Yundt scored well on the
uneven bars, as did Patty Merrill in floor exercises.
Though the girls didn't compete team wise, Coach Johnson
said she was quite pleased with
the overall effort. If the two
top scorers from each team were
compared, the coach said she
believed the LC would have come
out on top.
Also, the girls gained experience needed to win when the real
competition is set.

Interview:

Nanette Fisher Highlights
Basketball Seasons Of Life
By PETTIS BOWLING
"The climax of my career thus
far," Nannette Fisher said, "is
having the team win the state
tournament."
One of Longwood College's top
basketball players was speaking
of a career which began with
seventh grade practice sessions
at Matoaca High School near
Petersburg, and has yet to end.
Nannette recalled her high
school basketball team as being
overshadowed by other events
around the school, but always
enjoyable regardless of lack of
publicity.
Her height allowed Fisher to
play first string varsity from the
time she made the high school
team, where she was mainly used
for scoring. With her definite
height advantage, Nannette said
she had little necessity to truly
develop her all around abilities.
However, when Nannette became a freshman starter on
Longwood's varsity basketball
team, she found there was a tremendous amount to learn. The
level of competition is naturally
higher in college, and Nannette
found she could no longer rely
on height alone.
Fisher said in the first two
years at Longwood, she steadily
matured under CoachJeanSmith.
When asked what was the most
important thing taught her atLC,
Nannette said "to be a better
all around player."
Fisher still scores quite a few
points for Longwood, but she considers rebounding as her specialty in any given game.
Fisher was also asked to comment on the freedom of student
inspired plays under Coach Smith
in comparison to secondary
schooL
The reply was "Better than
high school!"
The high school coach, Nannette said, had definite offensive

and defensive sets based solely
on the team members' abilities.
Coach Smith uses a set strategy
also, Fisher continued, but she
goes beyond that. The plays are
never immutable, and the coach
allows the girls to develop any
offensive material beneficial to
the team. If the girls come up
with a good play, they are allowed to introduce it to the rest
of the team.
Nannette added that Longwood
can play a fast break offense
or work with ball control, depending on the game situation.
There are times when the players even coach each other.
I asked Nannette if basketball
changed college life for her,
especially as a beginning freshman.
"You have certain responsibilities as a team member and
as a student that helps discipline
the individual," she said.
Going from high school to college as a basketball player made
the academic transition easier.
When asked how she happened
to decide to attend Longwood,
Nannette said she honestly has
no definite answer. She had heard
favorable things about the LC
team, and had seen them play
a couple of times. She simply
decided she wanted to play with
the Longwood team.
Nannette has no scholarship,
of course, since Longwood does
not have such grants available
to the student athlete. She plays
basketball for the fun of it.
Some athletically inclined girls
become objects of parental concern, and I asked Fisher about
her experience with this problem.
She said the only thing her
parents found hard to fully understand was the time Nannette
had to devote to the develop(Continued on Page 8)

U.Va. Gymnastics Club
Appears Here For
Match With LC Team
By PETTIS BOWLING
Performing with girls'
gymnastic team last Tuesday was
the men's team from the University of Virginia, headed by captain Bryan Parsons.
When talking with Bryan, the
first question asked was 'How
did you get here?"
Coach Judy Johnson of Longwood's gymnastic team saw Bryan at an intercollegiate meet for
women at Richmond. Bryan said
his team enjoys doing exhibitions,
and after talking to Coach Johnson over a while, they finalized
their plans.
The UVA clubended its regular
season the Saturday before the
performance here, so they had
little time to organize their routines.
The things seen at the exhibition had been worked out on paper only, Bryan said, and a few
stunts were totally spontaneous.
The human heap on top of the
side-horse - with Bryan on the
bottom - was cited as an example.
It was such things as this that
gave spectators the feeling that
the men were actually enjoying
themselves. Bryan verified this,
saying that the club looked forward to performing at Longwood,
and certainly had fun after they
arrived.
Concerning their performances at UVA, Bryan said, "We
are a club, not a varsity team.
We don't have a coach other than
ourselves."
Thus, publicity is a bit scarce,
the biggest audience being when
the team performs during basketball half-times.
Most people, Bryan said,
aren't aware of the team's potential
The same can be said about
gymnastics on a national leveL
The Europeans develop some of
their best gymnasts after their
completion of secondary education, where the U. S. loses talent
because of the lack of training
opportunities open to the high
school or college graduate.
Also, he continued, the Virginia High School League limits
gymnastic practices to three
months out of the year, hardly
time to develop competent gymnasts.
Just for fun, Bryan speculated
about the 76 Olympic games.
"if the Chinese Communists
get in," he said, "there could
be a definite surprise."
Otherwise, he said, it wiU
probably be between the Japanese and the Russians, with the
North Koreans challenging for
second or third.
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TENNIS SCHEDULE
April
4
6
11
12
14
16
17
May
3
9
12

home
away
home
home
away
home
home

Mary Washington
Randolph-Macon
Westhampton
UVA
Madison
Lynchburg
William and Mary

4:15
2:00
4:15
4:15
10:00
4:15
3:00

home
home
away

VCU
Hollins
Bridgewater

4:30
4:15
10:00

Members Of The
Tennis Team To Be
Chosen This Week

Sophomore Auction
Tuesday Night, 7:30
Meat Loaf Recipe Sold

Due to tin' bad weather conditions, the tennis team lias not
"It offers something for every- yet been chosen. Coach 1 liyliss
body," commented Debbie Harriss, who has the job of
Stubbs, chairman of Sophomore chosing team members, said it
Auction. The action takes place should be finalized within the
next Tuesday in the downstairs next week.
dining hall at 7:30. The auction
"The decision will bo diffiis for the whole school with the cult," Mrs. Harriss said.
profits going to the Sophomore
With 25 to 30 good tennis playclass. The auctioneers will be ers trying out, the choice will be
Nancy Minnigh, Janie Pritchard hard, and the coach said she is
and Katie Whitley.
grateful to all of the girls for
The items can either be paid their interest.
for the night of the auction or
For the people who don't make
within a week. If the item is the team, and anyone else on
not paid for within a week, it campus interested in tennis,
goes to the second highest bidder. Coach Harriss said that she would
Bidding will be done in quarters. like to eventually establish a tenA few of the items to be sold nis club. There is so much potenare a dinner for four at Longwood tial on campus that it would be
Estates, two pounds ofMrs.Par- beneficial to hold organized work
rish's fudge, a week off with pay outs, she added.
for a waitress, one table with no
Coach Harriss has a place for
closings for a week and the Slat- the person who just enjoys watcher meat loaf recipe. According ing tennis matches. Line judges
to Mr. Carbone, if the meat loaf are needed at the contest. The
recipe goes for a good price, he girls currently have to judge their
won't use it again. Not only are own balls, and it interferes with
fraternity parties from Hamp- concentration on Hie game.
den-Sydney being sold, but also
Fifteen girls from the team
from the University of Richmond will be traveling to Florida over
and the University of Virginia. spring break in order to prepare
Committee chairmen are Pam for the season beginning April
Martin and Mona Dehart, Fa- 4th.
culty and Administration; Debbie Booker, Classes; Debbie Spires, Fraternities; Susan SchoedYou're always
ler and Melissa Seymour, Money; and Sharon Curling, Publiwelcome
city.
By SHARON CURLING

Smitty Bros.

at

Electric Co., Inc.

FIDELITY

Across from the
courthouse

NATIONAL BANK

Gifts for all
occasions

LANSCOTT'S
GIFT SHOP

Corningware-Pyrex

Alpha Delta P,

Clement's

And Alpha Phi
T-Shirts On Sale

Diamonds, Watches, Jewelry, Repairs

FOOD PREPARED

BIG BEEF
FAST COURTEOUS SERVICE

TO ORDER

EAT IN OR CARRY OUT

Jax Big Beef - Mouth-watering sliced beef

sandwich 79

% Lb.- Burger - A lot to eat for a little price 79
Cold-Delite - Cones, shakes, sundaes, banana splits
FARMVILLE SHOPPING CENTER
Just a few doors from Safeway

392-3515
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Colleges In
The News
Spring Retreat
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Vjsiting Committees
(Continued from Page 1)
cial Work, and the possibility
of bringing in speakers related
to the department, such as an
official from the State Department of Welfare, should be considered.
In the library, it was felt that
the college needed to look into
several specific areas, such as
more materials which would be
applicable to the social welfare
program.

Nannette Fisher
(Continued from Page 7)
ment of round ball skiUs. Over
all, she added, they are generous in the their support because
they realize Nannette is happy
at what she's doing.
Winning the State tournament
is one reason Nannette is happy
with what she is doing.
"The state championship is a
result of total team effort," Nannette said. The girls got together,
she said, and had the determination to prove their capabilities.
The result is another number one
team at Longwood.
And the girl some call the Pink
Panther wiU be around to help
win it again next year.

The William and Mary CollegeWide Heading Program has scheduled a spring retreat at Camp
Hanover in Richmond. The retreat is designed to give members of the College community
an opportunity to get away from
the campus, relax and talk informally.
Teacher Preparation
Ami Cuervo, the retreat diThe committees were exrector, said that this type of
tremely
complimentary of the
retreat provides the participant
campus
school,
and felt it was
with "time to relax, time to encounter and the opportunity to one of Longwood's greatest asexperience talking to other peo- sets, as well as of the move to
Board Discussions
the recently implemented prople from the campus."
(Continued from Page 6)
Creative education is the topic fessional semester. The strongest
recommendations
came
in
of the retreat. Reading is not reCommittee.
quired prior to the retreat. Ac- regard to teacher preparation,
The Board briefly commented
cording to Cuervo, "we feel that where it was felt there is a furth- on the Drug Forum which was
everyone has something to con- er need for student experience open to leaders of the college.
tribute, whether he's read or not. in the classroom prior to student Elice Fusco, Sophomore repreWe are all experts on creative teaching. While it was noted that sentative to the Board, felt that
the college does more of this than the forum should be open to the
education."
To allow participants to share many other institutions, there entire student body. Other memtheir ideas, informal discussions was still a need for more stu- bers felt that it would be imare planned and for relaxation, dent experience, particularly in possible to have the small disthere will be football, frisbee the secondary level. The expo- cussion groups if everyone were
sure to the classroom situation invited. They will make other
and volleyball.
<
should be early enough in a stu- comments concerning the forum
dent's
college career that she to Dean Heintz.
Dedicated Volunteers
would be able to change her major
The Board also discussed the
Rolland Rutkowski, a senior if she finds she does not want to
possibility of sponsoring a bus
in social welfare at Northeast teach.
to Kentucky to see our BasketLouisiana University, is trying
A detailed written report will ball team in action. Each stuto launch a community compan- be submitted in a "month or two,"
ion program at the Monroe Ment- according to Dr. Willett, which dent was to pay $15 for the trip,
but not enough students were
al Health Center.
the college will then check for interested in going.
Rotkowski is searching for errors and resubmit to the four
"interested people who want to accrediting agencies as the final
volunteer one or two hours a week report, from the college.
to help an emotionally disturbed
"I think they did an extremely
child, or one who lacks one or good job," said Mr. Joe MitchDR. WILLETT'S
both parents or one who has no ell, Director of Public Relations.
one to identify with while he is "The job that they did was hard
PRESS
growing up."
for anybody to accomplish in just
There are no volunteers as yet, three days, but they did it well. I
because people must be willing met members of the teams and I
CONFERENCE
to give themselves two hours a was very impressed with their
week for an extended period of backgrounds. The campus as a
time.
TOMORROW
whole did a fantastic job also of
According to Rutkowski, the welcoming the teams and cooperprogram can only work when ating with them in every way."
IN THE
the children are able to be with
Mr. T. C. Dalton, Director of
their companions long enough Special Services, was also pleasfor lasting friendships to develop. ed with the work of the visiting
GOLD ROOM
committees and the campus. "I
Security Need Felt
was delighted with the outcome,
1 PM
Sixty per cent of the students of course. They gave us a very
surveyed at the State University high rating in many areas," he
of New York feel they need more remarked.
"I was impressed by the calisecurity. The Security/Housing
ber
of the people on the teams
survey investigated student's atCOLLEGE SHOP
and
the reception that they retitudes about the safety in campus
RESTAURANT
residence halls. It consisted of ceived from our students," said
Spaghetti Pizza
16 multiple choice questions Mr. William Peele, Coordinator
about residence hall security and of Admissions. "The team mem4 Different Kinds Of
two essay questions asking what bers had a great deal to do in
Sandwiches
the most pressing problem for a such a short time."
resident is and what security related programs should be initiMAIN STREET SHOE SERVICE
ated.
Expert Repair Work And 2nd Quality Shoes
The survey indicated that the
On
Shoes With Guar- Also Hand Made Belts
Resident Advisors have a signianteed
Satisfaction.
ficant role to play in residence
And Pocket Books
hall security. Nearly half of those
We Sell 1st Quality
surveyed would go to their RA if
property has been stolen.
A large segement suggested
that there should be more dorm
security as much has been stolen
from the dorms.
Across From The Courthouse
Relations with security ofNEW SPRING FASHIONS ARRIVING DAILY
ficers were basically positive
with very few students relating
unfavorable experiences.
Some other problems mentioned were those of racism, lack of
privacy and Bpaos and fear of
theft.

They do not hue
that do not show their love.
William Shakespeare
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About 2/3 of the students applying for dorm space at the
University of Virginia have been
turned down. The remaining applicants who were not given dormitory space have been placed on
a lottery waiting list.
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